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On behalf of local credit unions and the Cooperative Credit Union Association, Inc. 

(“Association”), this statement offers comments to the Illinois Department of Financial and 

Professional Regulation (“IDFPR”) relative to the newly enacted Illinois Community 

Reinvestment Act (“CRA”)1 which is the subject of its meeting today. The Association is the 

state credit union trade association, serving approximately 160 state and federally-chartered, not-

for-profit Massachusetts financial cooperatives owned by over 3 million consumers as members.2  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on the Massachusetts experience in 

administering state CRA provisions to credit unions. This statement will primarily focus on two 

areas: the Massachusetts experience as a regulatory model for CRA and its notable “High 

Satisfactory” CRA public performance rating. 

 

 

 

 
1 Illinois Public Act 101-0657. 
2 On average, one in three Massachusetts consumers are credit union members. Furthermore, the industry employs 

over 7,500 full and part-time employees. As not-for-profit cooperatives, over 2,000 volunteer directors further serve 

credit unions who deliver $217 million in member benefits annually. 
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1. The Massachusetts Experience Extending CRA to Credit Unions is a Time Tested and 

Appropriate Regulatory Model for IDFPR to Adopt 

 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is long distinguished for its creation and successful 

supervision of the state-chartered credit union movement. Our credit union history is deep and 

proud, known as the birthplace of America’s credit unions, and noted for: 

 

• the first credit union enabling statute in 1909, predating by decades the Federal  

Credit Union Act; 

• home of Edward Filene, the founding father of credit unions; 

• home of the first Commissioner of Banks, Pierre Jay; 

• home of the first corporate credit union, Credit Union Central Fund, known as the 

“credit union for credit unions,”  

• the first to extend CRA to credit unions; and 

• the first to extend CRA to non-depository lenders.   

 

In Massachusetts, the Division of Banks and Loan Agencies (“Division”) created administrative 

requirements in 1975 mandating that state-chartered banks serve their entire communities, two 

years prior to the passage of the federal Community Reinvestment Act. A specific Massachusetts 

Community Reinvestment Act was later enacted in 1982 which first applied CRA to entities, 

including credit unions, as they are subject to the supervision of the Commissioner of Banks.3 

 

It should be noted that the Association observes that the regulatory structures of both the 

Division and the IDFPR are similar in nature. They both supervise banks, credit unions, non-

depository lenders and licensees, as well as invest in a distinct credit union unit. Such 

organizational parallels are conducive to sharing regulatory lessons and experiences to inform a 

seamless implementation of CRA for credit unions. 

 
3 Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 167 §1 and 14 and its implementing regulations at 209 C.M.R. 46.00 et seq. 
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From our view, it is well settled that Massachusetts possesses the most comprehensive, 

continuous, and rigorous examination of all credit unions, including community, industrial, and 

other common bonds, for their CRA performance in the country.4 It is fundamental to note that 

extending CRA to credit unions is not as simple as just cutting and pasting bank regulations and 

applying them to credit unions. Not only has Massachusetts passed the nation’s first credit union 

act, it also has chartered some of the oldest credit unions in the country, many with multiple 

county fields-of-membership, and many with hybrid fields-of-membership that are comprised of 

blends of each type of common bond. The Division’s extensive experience in supervising credit 

unions and its understanding of the credit union movement has been instrumental in enabling 

them to craft some unique distinctions into the regulations to account for the differences between 

banks and credit unions. 

 

First, for credit unions that do not serve a geographic area, such as industrial or closed credit 

unions5, the notion of an “assessment area” has limited value. Since they can only lend to credit 

union “members” and since their membership is based on where someone works and not where 

they live, such credit unions cannot be expected to serve or be evaluated on a geographic 

assessment area. Therefore, the Massachusetts CRA regulations6 allow flexibility for such credit 

unions to define their entire membership as their assessment area for the purpose of compliance 

with CRA. 

 

Second, for small industrial credit unions, the parts of the examination dealing with geography 

are not considered under the small institution performance standards. This includes the 

percentage of loans originated inside the assessment area and the geographic distribution of 

loans. Rather, the Division reviews the credit union’s loan-to-share ratio, its lending to members 

of different incomes, and its fair lending performance and record of responding to complaints. 

 

 
4 Connecticut performs CRA examinations of community-based credit unions. 
5 The term “industrial or closed credit union” in Massachusetts generally equates to an Illinois "occupational or 

select employee group" credit union.  
6 See 209 C.M.R. 46.00 et seq. 
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Third, the Division generally exempts credit union from evaluation under an Investment Test. 

Since credit unions are significantly limited by statute from most investment activity, including 

investments that might be considered under the Investment Test for large institutions, such a 

review would be meaningless. Therefore, the Division uses the Lending and Service Tests to 

evaluate a large credit union’s CRA performance. A credit union, may however, elect to be 

evaluated under the Investment Test. 

 

Finally, the Division has released income guidelines to assist examiners in evaluating the 

distribution of lending among borrowers of different income levels for those credit unions whose 

membership eligibility is defined by an affiliation with a particular industry or employer rather 

than by geography. Under CRA, lending is reviewed amongst low-, moderate-, middle-, and 

upper income borrowers. These income classifications are determined by using the HUD 

estimated median family income for specific metropolitan statistical areas where loans are 

originated. As credit unions serve a membership where a majority of members have incomes 

above the low-and moderate-income levels established by HUD, the guidance permits exam staff 

to consider not only HUD income data, but also alternative income data sources, such as wage 

and salary information of members, and factors such as the penetration of credit amongst 

members of different classifications (professional, managerial and non-managerial members) and 

the penetration amongst potential credit union membership based upon the size and complexity 

of the institution. 

 

Another important lesson learned in Massachusetts relates to needed changes over the years to 

our statute, regulatory framework, and examination processes. All have all been made to shift 

emphasis and improve collection and reporting information under CRA to better capture its 

impact in low-to moderate income areas.  
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2. The IDFPR Should Adopt a “High Satisfactory” CRA Public Performance Rating  

for Credit Unions 

 

It is undisputed that the purpose of CRA remains unaltered: to encourage credit unions to help 

meet the credit needs of their communities, including low-to-moderate income neighborhoods, in 

a manner consistent with safe and sound banking practices. Furthermore, the performance 

context is considered a credit union’s “CRA Fingerprint.” Accordingly, in assigning a public 

rating, a credit union’s performance need not fit each aspect of a particular rating profile in order 

to receive that rating. Scores form the basis for a composite rating which permits exceptionally 

scoring performance with respect to some aspects that may compensate for weak performance in 

others. Most importantly, Massachusetts is distinguished from the federal CRA by having one 

additional public rating category of High Satisfactory.7 

  

The Association strongly encourages the IDFPR to mirror Massachusetts and incorporate such 

additional rating classification. At a minimum, such expansion to five ratings would allow for 

more regulatory distinctions in performance. Many observers in Massachusetts often note that a 

significant percentage of credit unions repeatedly attain “Satisfactory” ratings. The addition of a 

fifth category of “High Satisfactory” provides a meaningful path for credit unions to further 

distinguish themselves in CRA performance, minimize any possible grade inflation, while 

helping to thin any potentially crowded “Satisfactory” level. 

 

From a commonsense view, the establishment of five (5) tiers of ratings by adding the category 

of “High Satisfactory” between “Outstanding” and “Satisfactory” is simply fair, transparent, and 

equitable. It is a step up from “Satisfactory” and counterbalances a “Needs to Improve” rating, 

which is a step below “Satisfactory”. Since the main thrust of CRA is to encourage performance, 

no other tiers are needed. 

 

 

 
7 Massachusetts Regulatory Bulletin 2.3-102. 
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3. Next Steps for Consideration 

 

The IDFPR is commended for inviting advance public comment from the Association and others 

and for taking the time to fully consider how CRA can best be implemented for its state-

chartered credit unions in a manner that is not only consistent with its enabling statute, but also 

that is reasonable and transparent for both consumers and credit unions. Time again, it has been 

proven that a “one size fits all” system of regulation is short sighted and ineffective. Now is the 

right time to promulgate modern regulations, drawing upon the Massachusetts experience, to 

ensure that low- and moderate-income members are served and that communities are sustainable.  

 

Credit unions cannot solve all of the financial challenges of low-to-moderate income 

communities. However, credit unions have many skills that are of merit, value and reflect a 

distinct social conscience. The Association respectfully suggests that if the IDFPR focuses on 

those elements, then Illinois CRA will be well positioned to meet with success. In addition, 

modern projects that do not necessarily meet the strict criteria of making loans in low-to-

moderate income communities are investments that should be considered, such as broadband 

access, public transportation, or workforce development.   

 

Credit unions are best able to help when they are able to be nimble to use their skills and 

experience to develop new products and services. There is no better example of this than the role 

of credit unions as financial first responders during the recent COVID-19 experience and its on-

going variants. Success in administering a flexible CRA approach will yield a sense of pride and 

a willingness to do more by credit unions.  

 

4. Conclusion 

 

Massachusetts and Illinois credit unions, like their regulators, share many similarities. Most 

important is that, at their core, they embody the spirit and the nature of CRA. Investing in their 

communities, providing quality products and services to all eligible members, and helping 
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individuals attain financial stability using the not-for-profit financial cooperative model is the 

reason for the existence of credit unions.  

 

Any success of CRA for credit unions in Massachusetts is due to one supervisory reason 

attributable to the Division: its flexible and responsive approach to the needs of local credit 

unions. Predictability in regulation is what makes for effective policy and the greater the clarity 

and consistency around what qualifies as CRA credit, then the better credit union performance 

can be measured. 

 

The Association expresses its deep appreciation for your consideration of the views of credit 

unions on the Illinois Community Reinvestment Act and remains available to assist wherever 

helpful in further deliberations. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Ronald McLean 

President/CEO 

Cooperative Credit Union Association, Inc. 

 

RM/mabc/kb 

 
 


